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New AAE Hydraulic Power Steering Pumps Solve Common Power
Steering Issues and Failures
- Coverage for BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Porsche models from 1999-2015
Cranbury, NJ… CRP Automotive (crpautomotive.com), a leading source of OE-quality
replacement and service parts, offers a series of new AAE Hydraulic Power Steering (HPS)
Pumps that provide an excellent solution for high quality replacement on popular European
makes. Every unit is manufactured to strict OE engineering standards, engineered for minimal
abrasion and maximum service life, and guaranteed for fit, form, and function as intended by
the original manufacturer. These new pumps are designed to solve some of the most common
power steering service issues and failures such as fluid leaks, squeaking or whining noise, and
heavy steering feel at low speed.
CRP Automotive offers 11 part numbers that provide coverage for a wide range of models from
BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche models 1999-2015. Coverage includes over 57 models
and a total VIO of 1,665,044 in US and 157,987 in Canada.
AAE HPS Pumps are 100% hydraulically tested under load and engineered for minimal
abrasion and maximum service life. The pumps come complete with all components needed
for installation, including single-use aluminum bolts when required, so technicians have all of
the necessary parts to complete the job quickly and efficiently.
Editor note: As a service tip, CRP Automotive recommends installing a new power
steering reservoir and related hoses along with using either the OE or Pentosin CHF
11S Hydraulic Fluid for a complete service.

About the AAE Brand
CRP offers in its AAE brand a wide range of OE-quality steering system components for import
and domestic vehicles. The AAE programs include EPS, HPS, and EHPS new and
remanufactured parts. Every AAE part undergoes rigorous testing and quality control, leading
to one of the lowest warranty rates in the industry. All AAE remanufacturing is done in the USA,
ensuring that only high-quality, 100% tested components wear the AAE tag.
About CRP Automotive
CRP Automotive, a business unit of CRP Industries, is a leading name in high-quality
automotive replacement parts throughout North America. Our family of brands, which includes
AAE Steering System Components, REIN Replacement Parts, Pentosin Technical Fluids and
AJUSA Gaskets covers a wide range of product categories — and an even more extensive
range of vehicle applications. We create sustainable solutions to problems caused by
advancing technology — keeping vehicles on the road longer and stronger. To ensure we are
always in touch with the current and future needs of the market, we maintain a close connection
with the professional repair technicians who select and install our products in imported and
domestic vehicles.
For additional information, visit: www.crpautomotive.com
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[Caption]: AAE Hydraulic Power Steering (HPS) Pumps solve common power steering issues
and failures on popular BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche vehicles
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